


Branding Strategies For 
Selling & Retaining 

Long-Term Advertisers



“I tried Radio, and it didn’t ...”



The rules of advertising.



People do NOT buy products or 
services.  

They buy what the product or 
service does for them.

Rule #1



People DO NOT respond to ads

Rule #2



People respond to needs



Triggering Events start the 
buying process.







Advertising plants 
seeds. 

Triggering events 
make the seeds 

sprout.



Discover Needs
Discover Needs

Evaluate Options
Evaluate Options

Resolve Doubts
Resolve Doubts

Buy
Buy



What is Branding?
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Darlie
Doramad Radio Active
Dr. Lyon’s tooth powder
Elmex
Euthymol
Gleem
Ipana
Grants
Kalodont
Macleans
Kolynos

Rembrant
R.O.C.S
Sensodiyne
Signal
Sozodont
Scope
Stomatol
Tom’s of Main
Ultra Brite
White Glo
Zendium

K P 
Namboodirl’
s
Mentadent
Mentadent 
SR
Meswak
Oral-B
Oxygenol
Perodontax
Peak
Pepsodent
Pomorin
Promis

Aim
Aquafres
h
Babool
Binaca
BlueM
BioMin
Close-up
Colgate
Crest
Dabur
Dant
Kanti









The Four Keys.



Reach Frequency

Consistency Compelling 
Creative

�

Unlocking The Potential Of Advertising



Reach
How much can you afford?



Frequency
3-4 times per week













If you ask someone to buy once vs. 
99 other �asks� coming from the 

competition,

what are your chances of getting 
the sale?



If you ask someone to buy a

936 times 

within 365 days, what are your 
chances of getting the sale?     



Consistency
Years, not weeks



�A powerful brand is not built 
by creativity.  A powerful 
brand is built by consistency, 
year after year after year.�

Al Reis

Consistency



Compelling 
creative. Does it sell?



Brands typically are made up of 
various elements including . . . 



Logo





USP





Promise



There is a prize in every box



Colors











Shapes





Scents





Customer relationship management





Let’s take a test…



“We’ll leave the light on for you.”





“Snap. Crackle. Pop”





“Good to the last drop.”





How about an audio test?



Why are most business owners 
frustrated with their advertising  

investment?



ROI



The 3 year ad budget test.



You’ve spent $_______ in 
advertising over the last 

three years.



What’s the one word or sentence I 
can say and people will give me the 

name of your business?







Internalize what branding is and 
why it works.
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“Sticktoitness”



“Marketing today means long-term 
branding campaigns. This requires the 

intestinal fortitude of advertisers to 
stick with it”





Branding is about creating 
familiarly, engaging consumers and 

changing human behavior.







Consumers are exposed to up to 
10,000 ads per day.



Advertising is a MIND game.



Minds are limited
Minds hate confusion

Minds are insecure
Minds rarely change
Minds can lose focus







To capture attention, you need to 
surprise and delight











Be unique and different
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Great storytelling = Great advertising
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TThey don’t have to be :60’s!



4 Things successful companies do 
to brand



1.  Strategy:
Start with why…



How did you get into this 
business?



Why are you doing this besides 
the money?



2.  Strategy-based message





3.  Brand Consistency



1992 2023





4.  Dominant frequency





One last, very important warning …



Advertising can’t make a bad
business better…





You can’t advertise your way 
to superior performance!



Better Creative leads to 

Increase Average Order                          
Higher Retention                                
New Customers                                 

Lower Acquisition costs                           
Differentiation                                  

Happier Customers                              
Increase Company Value  

More Money!



Thank You!

Jeff Schmidt
SVP – Professional Development

JSchmidt@RAB.com
972-753-6765


